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Executive summary 

2022 saw a dramatic increase in hacktivist activity, largely sparked by the Russia-Ukraine conflict, but 

also by other geo-political tensions. The hacktivist groups are not conducting their attacks for financial 

gain but rather to cause damage to their victims and to spread their political agenda or social change.  

Now, a year and a half into the war, the hacktivist activity has continued. Since March 2022, Killnet 

has been observed asking for donations to fund their activities, as well as some other hacktivist groups. 

However, it is becoming apparent that relying on these donations alone is not enough. 

In this report, KELA looks at whether hacktivist groups, such as Killnet, Anonymous Sudan, Phoenix 
and others are looking beyond donations to fund their activities by monetizing their operations.  

KELA identified that in 2023 and the latter part of 2022, hacktivist groups have been seen using 

different methods to source income, including:  

 Selling stolen data, accesses, and logs  

 Selling training courses  

 Attempting to extort ransoms from their victims  

 Selling botnet licenses 

 Looking for investor funding for their projects  

 Selling advertisement spaces  

 Providing hack-for-hire services 

These groups’ attempts at monetizing their operations do demonstrate that they want to stay active 

even if donations are not sufficient enough to support their activities (as stated by Killnet on several 

occasions). In this report, KELA explores the success of these attempts and assesses whether these 

monetization efforts considerably increase or change the threat posed by these groups.  
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Introduction 

Hacktivists are groups or individuals who conduct attacks in support of their political, social, or 

religious beliefs. They are often looking to raise awareness and bring attention to causes they deem 

important. Hacktivists target a range of entities that they believe have done wrong, including 

government organizations, multinational corporations, religious organizations, or even terrorists and 

drug dealers.1 Denial of service attacks, website defacement, leaking stolen information, doxing and 

deploying ransomware are all among the types of attacks that have been used by different hacktivist 

groups.2  

In 2022, the Russia-Ukraine conflict resulted in a significant increase in hacktivist activity, with new 

groups emerging and existing groups re-emerging. In particular, pro-Russian actors have emerged 

targeting not only Ukraine but all the countries supporting Ukraine in its war with Russia. Although 

financial gain is not these groups’ motivation, money is required to fund their activities. Due to their 

beliefs and actions closely aligning with the Russian government, it is believed that some of these 

groups are state-affiliated. However, these groups deny their affiliation with the Russian government 

and there is no proof they receive substantial funding from the government.  

Various hacktivist groups have been observed asking for donations to fund their activities. For 

example, pro-Russian Killnet, Anonymous Russia, Anonymous Sudan, BloodNet and Phoenix have all, 

in at least a couple of instances, posted to their Telegram channels asking for donations from their 

supporters, both in cryptocurrency and “usual” currency. 

 
1 Fortinet 
2 Fortinet; Twitter 

https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/what-is-hacktivism
https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/what-is-hacktivism
https://twitter.com/cpartisans/status/1485618881557315588
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Anonymous Sudan asks for donations 

 

KELA reviewed some of the recent Bitcoin wallets shared to Killnet’s Telegram channel in posts asking 

for donations. KELA identified that there were incoming transactions to these wallets, however, it 

cannot be confirmed that these transactions were in fact donations. These transactions ranged in 

value from a couple of dollars to a couple of hundred dollars. In certain instances, KELA could identify 

incoming transactions on the same day that Killnet shared the wallet asking for donations.  

For instance, on September 27, 2022, Killmilk, the leader of Killnet, announced that they were unable 

to continue their activities due to a lack of finances. A few days later Killnet resumed their operations, 

expressing gratitude for the support from some followers. KELA identified that more than USD 700 

was transferred to one of the wallets shared by Killnet on the same date they announced the 

suspension of their activities.3 These transactions, although unconfirmed, could have been donations 

from supporters. 

 
3 Blockchain 

https://www.blockchain.com/explorer/addresses/btc/bc1qtyjw4wt9avm0vv5yvcpkkewh9tuc2cq3gmgv6g
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Extract of Killmilk post announcing the suspension of their activities due to a lack of finances: 

“Currently I have no opportunity to resume my activities. Currently my destructive activities are only 

these — there are no funds, no servers, but there are more than 5 loans I took to support Killnet’s 

pants.”   

 

However, are groups looking for other methods, beyond donations, to fund their operations? In 2023 

and the latter part of 2022, hacktivist groups tried various methods, some of which are no longer 

active, to provide an additional income stream to help fund their operations. Methods that have been 

observed include demanding ransoms from their victims, selling stolen data, selling training courses, 

and even offering hack-for-hire services.  

Despite the apparent effort to explore new income sources, it remains evident that finding alternative 

funding is not the primary objective of these groups. Instead, the focus remains on activism and 

spreading their message. It appears that the groups are attempting, sometimes chaotically, to test 

every possible way for funding their activities, with at least some of these efforts appearing to have 

been unsuccessful or not gaining the desired attention. The groups’ achievements in this field define 

the future of their hacktivism: will they depend on donations and help from their community or will 

they transform into more powerful operations? 
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Killnet funding attempts 

Killnet is a pro-Russian hacktivist group that has been targeting organizations from Ukraine and its 

allies since February 2022. Killnet was founded in November 2021 by the actor ‘Killmilk’. Initially, 

Killnet was a financially motivated group promoting a botnet for hire. The group switched to hacktivist 

activities after the outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.  

Since the start of the conflict, Killnet has targeted entities from various countries including Ukraine, 

Estonia, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, the UK, and the US. 

Most of the group’s activity has been DDoS attacks. Various other groups joined Killnet and 

collaborated on attacks; currently, the group is in the process of reorganization and is ending its 

relationships with certain members. 

Killnet has been observed engaging in various attempts to earn money, alongside their fundraising, 

with some efforts still ongoing and others no longer active. Methods used by Killnet include the 

attempted creation of a private military hacking company, selling goods and services, launching a 

hacking forum, sourcing funding from investors, demanding ransoms from their victims, and setting 

up a cryptocurrency exchange.  
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“Private Military Hacking Company” 
Killnet has made several attempts at setting up a private military hacking company in which they would 

offer mostly hack-for-hire services. However, Killnet shortly reverted back to its hacktivist structure, 

though it still offers DDoS-for-hire services.  

In March 2023, Killmilk announced the formation of Black Skills, a private military hacker company. 

This appeared to be a side project, rather than a full reorganization of Killnet. However, in April 2023, 

Killmilk announced the restructuring of Killnet into a private military hacker company, going by the 

name “ЧВХК KILLNET” (PMHC Killnet). They noted Killnet’s hacktivist activities had come to an end as 

they cannot survive off donations and help from sponsors alone. It is possible that this restructuring 

was due to Black Skills not gaining the desired traction, prompting Killnet to transform the whole group 

in order to bring more attention to the hack-for-hire services. 

Amongst the services offered by Killnet were “destructive” attacks against European and US 

individuals and entities, including disinformation campaigns, attacks on network infrastructure, 

industrial sabotage, and reputational damage. Other services offered included software development 

and other non-cyber services to Russian entities, for example, the production of UAVs, though such 

capabilities of Killnet have been never proven.  

 

Killmilk announces Killnet’s move to becoming a private military hacking company 
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Shortly after the announcement of ЧВХК KILLNET, in May 2023, Killnet stated that they had made a 

“mistake” reorganizing into a private military hacking company. It is unclear why the group 

backtracked but it could be that they were not receiving the necessary attention or that they did not 

actually have the skills or resources to provide the services they had advertised. Killnet reverted back 

to its hacktivist structure by asking for donations from its supporters again. 

 

Killnet announces that the restructuring of Killnet into a private military hacking company was a 

mistake 

 

In July, Killnet announced a new DDoS service. The service will include both layer 7 and layer 4 DDoS 

attacks, as well as an onion service, although currently only the layer 7 DDoS attack service is available. 

No prices are provided for the service, with them stating that “prices are discussed individually”. 
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“Dark School” - Killnet’s training program 
On April 4, 2023, Killmilk announced Dark School, a training program developed by the Killnet team, 

consisting of nine courses offered for sale for USD 500 (the first 500 participants could buy the training 

for USD 249). The course covered various topics including DDoS, carding and social engineering.  

Although there were posts on the Dark School Telegram channel suggesting that spots were being 

filled, there are indications that this course did not achieve the popularity Killnet had hoped for. 

In Killmilk’s announcement of Dark School, they noted that training would start after 2000 people had 

enrolled. The thread on the Killnet-owned Infinity forum did not gain a lot of attention from forum 

members, with few members showing interest.  

The course was intended to be split into two groups, the first set to start on May 10, 2023. However, 

on the date the course was due to commence, it was announced that due to the number of registered 

participants, the two groups would be combined into one. Places to attend Dark School were still being 

advertised on May 12, 2023. The course began on May 25, 2023. 

 

Advertisement of Dark School on Dark School Telegram channel 
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Announcement that the two Dark School training groups will be combined 

 

Another, much smaller scale Dark School course which appears to be on how to abuse Bing Ads for 

malicious purposes was also advertised on April 17, 2023. The course is for private training for a group 

of up to 100 participants, costing USD 1149. Some Telegram users commented on the high price of 

the training, noting that cheaper courses can likely be found elsewhere. 

Killnet’s Cryptocurrency exchange 
On May 8, 2023, Killnet announced their cryptocurrency exchange where various exchanges can be 

performed, including cryptocurrency to cash and cryptocurrency to cryptocurrency, at a service rate 

between 3-4%. The exchange also offers mixer services, allowing to wash cryptocurrency in cash or 

other cryptocurrency, at a rate of between 3-6% depending on the amount of money. 

This is not the first time that Killnet has engaged in cryptocurrency exchange services. They have 

partnered with another exchange called “Netto_Exchange” since September 2022. 
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Investor funding  
Killnet has also been observed on several occasions looking for investors to help fund their projects. 

Black Skills was one of Killnet's projects seeking investors, posting on their Telegram channel in March 

2023 that they were looking for an investor who could invest at least 5 million into Black Skills (it’s not 

clear, in which currency, but possibly rubles). In return, they would have a 51% stake in Black Skills. 

The sheer amount of money required from an investor likely minimized the chances of this project 

being successful and likely contributed to Killnet’s backtrack to a hacktivist structure.  

Moreover, on February 26, 2023, Killmilk announced that they were looking for an investor to help 

implement a one-time DDoS project, who will receive 50% of the profits.  

 

Killmilk post looking for an investor for a DDoS project 

 

Separately, in a non-cyber related project, Killnet announced on June 9, 2023, the upcoming 

production of a short film that will focus on the proliferation of Russian hacktivism since February 

2022. In addition to looking for participants in the film, they also state that they would be grateful for 

any sponsors.  
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Selling of data, accesses, and logs  
Killnet and Killmilk have been seen selling logs, data, and accesses on their Telegram channels and the 

Infinity forum since at least November 2022. These sales often relate to attacks that appear to be in 

line with their hacktivist activities, indicating that they are seizing the opportunity to monetize their 

actions. The authenticity of the data Killnet claims to be selling is unknown. Moreover, in most cases, 

it is not known whether the goods were actually sold. The high prices demanded are likely to reduce 

the likelihood of sales, as some actors have commented on their expensiveness. Below are some 

examples of the goods offered for sale. 

Logs 

In January 2023, Killmilk advertised the sale of logs from various countries including the US, 

Ukraine, and European countries. They claimed that this amounted to 150 million passwords 

and other types of data. The logs were offered for sale for 10 BTC.  

 

Post on Killnet’s Telegram channel advertising 150 million passwords that Killmilk put up for sale on 

Infinity 
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Data 

In March 2023, Killnet claimed to have hacked Rheinmetall, an arms manufacturing company. 

They stated that they would sell data on Rheinmetall employees for 5 BTC. 

Accesses 

 On January 16, 2023, Killmilk advertised the sale of access to a network of 6 restaurants, from 

a US food chain, for 1 BTC on the Infinity forum. There is no indication that the access was 

sold, with several actors complaining about the high price.  

 On January 2, 2023, Killmilk announced on the Infinity forum the sale of 18 hacked email 

addresses of the Indian Ministry of Finance. They noted that the mailboxes contained more 

than a million documents and correspondence. They offered access to the mailboxes for 15 

BTC. 

 On December 22, 2022, access to a Ukrainian billing provider was advertised for sale, for 

10,000 TON, on the Killnet and Killmilk Telegram channels. It is claimed that the access 

included full rights, with access to 31,000 sites and 98,000 emails. It appears Killmilk 

attempted to monetize this access again in January 2023 when they advertised the sale of 

50,000 logs, including access to corporate emails, database servers, Cpanel panels, and more, 

this time significantly more expensive - for 30 BTC on the Infinity forum. The screenshots 

posted as proof hinted the information was extracted from the aforementioned billing 

provider. 

 

Access to a Ukrainian billing provider advertised for sale 
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Ransoms 
In several instances, Killnet has attempted to extort victims into paying a ransom by either threatening 

to release stolen data or to continue conducting DDoS attacks. They have used this method when 

attacking organizations, as well as cybercrime marketplaces and forums. In one instance, they claimed 

to have successfully collected a ransom from their victim.  

RuTor  

On August 15, 2022, Killnet announced the start of a DDoS campaign targeting RuTor, a cybercrime 

forum, claiming that the forum is owned by the Security Service of Ukraine. On August 19, 2022, 

Killmilk announced on their Telegram channel that they had received a payment of USD 15,000 from 

RuTor in exchange for stopping attacks. Despite Killnet’s claims, there is evidence suggesting that the 

site remained accessible for at least some of the period that Killnet were conducting attacks.  

BlackSprut 

On November 28, 2022, Killnet and Deanon Club announced that they had DDosed BlackSprut, a drug 

market, and had stolen various types of data. BlackSprut were given 24 hours to get in contact and to 

negotiate. 

A day later, likely after no ransom was paid, Killmilk announced the sale of the data, splitting it into 

parts priced between USD 3000 and USD 1 million. The data included a database and the identity of 

the owner of BlackSprut and his “madam”. It appears as though at least some of this data had not 

been sold as it was advertised again by Deanon Club in February-March 2023.  
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Latvian Government 

In November 2022 Killnet claimed to have compromised the email account of an employee from the 

Latvian State Revenue Service. They noted that they were able to get access to the corporate network, 

including VPN and 200GB of data they were able to download. They shared proof of their access and 

demanded 10 BTC from Latvia, giving them 10 hours to pay. After no ransom payment was made, on 

December 1, 2022, Killnet announced that they would sell the data for 1 BTC. 

 

Killnet demands 10 BTC in ransom from Latvian Government 

 

NATO 

On April 13, 2023, Killmilk claimed to have hacked the NATO Learning Management System. They 

claimed to have stolen various types of data, including documents on private military methodology 

and students. A ransom of 3 BTC was demanded from NATO, warning NATO members “Pay me and I 

will be silent”. Later on the same day, they also claimed to have hacked the NATO Communications 

and Information Agency, possibly a part of the same attack.  

On April 17, 2023, Killmilk announced that NATO had not paid for their data, which they claimed 

included data from the E-portal. They advertised the sale of logs priced at USD 1 per log. Sample files 

and screenshots of the data were shared on the Telegram channel.  
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Infinity forum 
At the end of November 2022, Killnet and Deanon Club announced a joint project - a hacking forum 

called Infinity. First, a Telegram chat was started for the forum and the forum was later launched on 

December 31, 2022.  

The forum presented Killnet with new income sources4:  

 Advertising: The advertisement packages on the Infinity forum reportedly included main-page 

banner advertisements for USD 250-1,000 per month, depending on their size, as well as 

other paid ads options. KELA has observed different ads on the forum, suggesting there were 

users paying for the service. 

 Statuses: Four levels of statuses on the forum were available for purchase: “Kommersant” 

sold at USD 299; “Businessman” sold at USD 599; “God of the market” sold at USD 999; and, 

“Exchange office” sold at USD 1499 per month and required a 0.5 BTC deposit.  

Despite the forum being promoted across Killnet’s Telegram channels, and other Russian hacktivist 

groups’ Telegram channels, Infinity never became a popular forum in comparison to other known 

Russian language forums. On February 19, 2023, Killmilk announced that they were selling Infinity, 

possibly prompted by the lack of growth of the forum. On March 11, 2023, the sale was temporarily 

suspended, however, it resumed on Deanon Club’s Telegram channel for USD 50,000 on March 31. On 

April 12, Killmilk reduced the price of the Infinity forum to USD 25,000.  

 
4 Radware 

https://www.radware.com/getattachment/6a9a45b1-773b-4c24-98b8-48c4cec0a81d/Advisory-Infinity-Forum-022023.pdf.aspx
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Deanon Club Telegram post advertising the sale of various lots including Infinity forum for USD 

50,000 

 

There is no indication that the forum was successfully sold. At the end of May 2023, Infinity forum’s 

domain was repurposed to advertise Tesla-Botnet, a botnet developed by Radis, the leader of 

Anonymous Russia.  

While Killnet has tried different methods to earn funds, it appears none of the methods seemed to be 

sufficient enough to be chosen as a dominant one; it is, therefore, possible that Killnet’s attempts will 

continue, resulting in more efforts to monetize their hacktivist attacks and/or create new products for 

the cybercrime ecosystem.    
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Anonymous Russia  

Anonymous Russia is a pro-Russian hacktivist group that has conducted attacks, primarily DDoS, 

against Ukraine and its supporters, including Poland, Germany, the UK, Armenia, the Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, and Estonia. In April 2023, ‘Radis’ was made leader of the group after the previous leader 

‘Raty’ was arrested.5 After Radis’ takeover of Anonymous Russia, the group moved away from asking 

for donations from their supporters and instead, launched several paid-for services/products, most 

notably Tesla-Botnet, a botnet6 developed by Radis, which has been advertised on Anonymous 

Russia’s Telegram channel.  

Tesla-Botnet 
In April 2023, Tesla-Botnet was announced, with the release set for April 28, 2023. Three different 

tariffs are available for sale: Basic, Pro, and Rare (USD 50, USD 120, and USD 220 respectively) based 

on the number of bots the clients want to use in attacks. Basic provides its users with ten bots whilst 

Rare provides them with 50. The Tesla-Botnet Telegram channel has over 1000 subscribers.  

DDoS TOR service 
After taking control of Anonymous Russia in April 2023, Radis announced their plans to develop a 

DDoS service that anyone can purchase. They stated that the project would also be aimed at the dark 

web suggesting that Anonymous Russia will target underground markets, something Killnet has also 

been observed doing.  

 
5 Новая газета Европа. 
6 A botnet is a network of compromised devices infected by malware which are under the control of an attacker. Each 
compromised device is referred to as a bot. 

https://novayagazeta.eu/articles/2023/04/16/v-belarusi-arestovali-osnovatelia-anonymous-russia-vkhodiashchego-v-set-prorossiiskikh-khakerov-killnet-news
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Announcement of an upcoming DDoS service by Anonymous Russia in April 2023  

On May 4, 2023, Anonymous Russia announced the launching of a DDoS service targeting Tor sites. 
The post has since been deleted from the channel and it is unclear if the service is still available. 

 

Anonymous Russia’s announcement of a new DDoS service. The post was forwarded to the UserSec 

Telegram channel  
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Radis announced on May 15, 2023, that they will be engaging in commercial activities and will no 

longer be accepting donations. They stated that the money earned will be used to attack Ukrainian 

network infrastructure. They noted their plans to create a trusted sellers board where verified sellers 

will be listed, as well as to partner with Deanon Club and Titan Stealer, an information stealer 

operation.  

The Anonymous Russia Telegram channel was not active throughout June. In July, the group re-

emerged, declaring a new leader - ‘User1’, the founder of another pro-Russian group, UserSec. It 

remains to be seen how the change in leadership will affect Anonymous Russia’s monetization 

attempts.   
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Phoenix  

Phoenix is a pro-Russian hacktivist group that initially was a sub-team of Legion (a pro-Russian 

hacktivist collective established by Killnet in April 2022 to conduct DDoS attacks) but has since become 

its own entity, operating its own Telegram channel where it posts about its activities. Phoenix primarily 

conducts DDoS attacks but also has conducted website defacements, as well as leaking stolen data 

and sharing compromised credentials to their Telegram channel.  

Countries that have been targeted by Phoenix include Ukraine, the UK, the US, India, Pakistan, and 

Japan. Like other groups, Phoenix asks its supporters for donations on its Telegram channel to help 

fund its activities. However, beyond donations, Phoenix has been observed using various other 

methods to source income, as described below. The leader of Phoenix stated in an interview that the 

salary earned from their activities is constantly fluctuating, noting that some months they can pay a 

salary of a hundred thousand rubles to senior “officers” and the next month they have to return to 

their day job to pay off loans.7 

Selling of stolen data 
In several instances Phoenix has been observed selling allegedly stolen data on their Telegram 

channel. In addition, they have a separate channel called “Phoenix Shop”, created in March 2023, 

which they stated would sell the “results of the work of the Phoenix group”. However, this channel 

does not have many subscribers and is not currently active. 

Ransoms 
In addition to selling stolen data to interested parties, Phoenix has also been seen on several occasions 

using this data to try and extort their victims into paying a ransom. 

On April 15, 2023, Phoenix claimed to have attacked the law firm, Michele Bonetti. They stated that 

they obtained a database containing information on over 38,000 users. Chapaev (Чапаев), the leader 

of Phoenix, instructed Michele Bonetti and/or their clients to contact them and pay a ransom of USD 

5,000.  

 
7 Gazeta.ru 

https://www.gazeta.ru/tech/news/2023/02/24/19822867.shtml
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Phoenix demands USD 5,000 ransom for the stolen database  

 

Separately, on March 29, 2023, Phoenix claimed to have attacked Cellular Pacific and to have gained 

access to various types of data within the network, including customer orders, sales reports, and a list 

of clients. They released screenshots of some of the stolen data and instructed Cellular Pacific to get 

in touch. No additional information on a ransom is mentioned, but it is likely that Phoenix were looking 

to extort a ransom payment from Cellular Pacific in return for not publishing or selling the data. 
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Selling training 
On May 16, 2023, Phoenix announced on their Telegram channel that they were offering personal 

training from their leader, Chapaev, for 30,000-250,000 rubles. The offer was available until May 27 

and there were only up to five places available.  

 

Phoenix announces private training courses 

 

Previously, on April 11, 2023, personal consultations with Chapaev were advertised on the Phoenix 

Telegram channel. No price was set with it stating that the price was negotiable. The advertised 

content of these consultations was extremely broad, with the post stating that Chapaev will tell his 

students how to hack an ex, how to live and listen to “all your nonsense.” In a follow-up to this post, 

it was announced that anyone who donated 1000 rubles wold be able to talk with Chapaev over the 

phone, and anyone who donated 5000 rubles would be able to video call. Individuals that donated 

over USD 100 would be allowed to conduct attacks with Chapaev. 
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DDoS-for-hire services 
In an interview with Gazeta.ru, published in February 2023, Chapaev stated that one of their sources 

of income is through DDoS-for-hire services. For instance, they noted that they had received orders 

from organizations or individuals in Italy and Spain to DDoS the countries’ government websites 

(Chapaev assumed the order was coming from political opposition in these countries). In the 

interview, they also state that a source of income is through hacking cryptocurrency-related services.8 

A post on Chapaev’s Telegram channel from May 5, 2023, suggests that they are still taking orders, 

with the post stating that “an order has been received” and that the attack will be done over a live 

stream (see section ‘Streaming attacks’). However, seeing as these services are not actively promoted 

on their channel, it does not appear as though this is a focus for the group. 

 

Chapaev announces that they have received an order for an attack 

  

 
8 Gazeta.ru 

https://www.gazeta.ru/tech/2023/02/24/16288993.shtml?updated
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Streaming attacks  
In April 2023, Phoenix announced that they would begin video and audio streaming their attacks, 

stating that this coverage will increase the coverage of Phoenix in the media and will result in an influx 

of funds “that will be converted into medicines, drones, and other humanitarian value” that is needed 

for Russian soldiers. Phoenix appears to have used both Telegram and YouTube for their streams. In 

addition to counting on additional donations as a result of the streams, Phoenix also introduced other 

means of earning income through the stream:  

 On May 11, 2023, an auction was announced in which the highest bidder would get to appear 

on the stream 

 They stated that they would welcome sponsors for the stream 

 Interested parties can buy advertising for the streams 

The approach is quite unique and, as opposed to other means, is focused on increasing the number of 

donations rather than relying only on additional income sources. In addition to acting as a funding 

source for their own operations, a proportion of the money earned through the auction and streams 

is donated to the Russian Army according to Phoenix. 
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Anonymous Sudan 

Anonymous Sudan, a relatively new group compared to the groups discussed above, is a hacktivist 

group that emerged in January 2023, with the purpose of “proving to all countries that Sudan has 

people who will protect it on the Internet” and to “attack anyone who opposes Islam”.  

The group, which is not affiliated to the wider Anonymous collective, is believed by some researchers 

to be linked to Russia with some stating that they are another Russian hacktivist group, whilst others 

assess that the group is possibly connected to the Russian state. The group is not believed to be 

affiliated with the original Anonymous Sudan group that emerged in 2019. 9 

On February 19, 2023, Anonymous Sudan announced that going forward they will be an official 

member of Killnet. Anonymous Sudan has emphasized that they are not a Russian group but partnered 

with Killnet and supported Russia in return for the help they received from Killnet, in addition to 

Russia’s previous support of Sudan.  

Anonymous Sudan has targeted organizations from various countries including Sweden, the 

Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Spain, the US, Poland, France, Australia, Israel, India, Ethiopia, and 

the UAE. These attacks are often either in support of Killnet or in response to anti-Muslim events 

taking place in these countries.  

Beyond donations, Anonymous Sudan’s efforts to monetize their operations are isolated to selling 

stolen data or demanding a ransom from their victims in exchange for ending DDoS attacks. At this 

point, there are only a few examples of such behavior, indicating that income generation is not the 

primary focus. 

  

 
9 Truesec; CyberCX; Trustwave 

https://files.truesec.com/hubfs/Reports/Anonymous%20Sudan%20-%20Publish%201.2%20-%20a%20Truesec%20Report.pdf
https://cybercx.com.au/a-bear-in-wolfs-clothing/
https://www.trustwave.com/en-us/resources/blogs/spiderlabs-blog/anonymous-sudan-religious-hacktivists-or-russian-front-group/
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Selling of stolen data 
In 2023, Anonymous Sudan were observed selling stolen data in several instances marking a significant 

departure from their initial modus operandi as they had previously stated that they would not steal 

data as this is “forbidden in their religion”.  

 

Figure 4: Anonymous Sudan denies stealing data in February 2023 

 

Despite this claim, less than a month later the group had begun threatening to leak stolen data. While 

some of the data was initially released for free, there were multiple instances where Anonymous 

Sudan attempted to sell data from an attack on their Telegram channel. 
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Figure 5: Anonymous Sudan announces that they will release data from the Swedish Central Bank 

 

On March 19, 2023, Anonymous Sudan claimed to have attacked Air France and to have stolen data. 

A proof of data was released, which based on KELA’s review appears to be customer credentials, 

consisting of either an email address or a string of numbers (possibly a Flying Blue number), and a 

password. Only twelve credentials were shared in the sample data. These credentials are likely used 

to access the customer portal. The group advertised the sale of the data belonging to Air France for 

USD 3000.  

 

Figure 6: Anonymous Sudan advertises the sale of Air France data 
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Furthermore, on July 2, 2023, Anonymous Sudan announced that they had hacked Microsoft and 

claimed to have gained access to a database containing more than 30 million Microsoft accounts 

(emails and passwords). They advertised the sale of this database for USD 50,000. Anonymous Sudan 

first claimed to have obtained data from Microsoft on June 6, 2023, during the series of DDoS attacks 

they launched against Microsoft (see section Ransom DDoS attacks). Microsoft has denied that data 

was stolen.10 

 

Anonymous Sudan announces they have stolen credentials for 30 million Microsoft accounts. They 

advertise the data for sale for USD 50,000 

 

  

 
10 Bleeping Computer 

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/microsoft-denies-data-breach-theft-of-30-million-customer-accounts/
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Ransom DDoS attacks 
Since late May 2023, Anonymous Sudan were observed conducting several ransom DDoS attacks, 

including one targeting Scandinavian Airlines and another targeting Microsoft.  

On May 24, 2023, Anonymous Sudan claimed to have attacked Scandinavian Airlines’ (SAS) website 

and demanded a ransom of USD 3500 to stop the attack. On the same day, SAS customers complained 

about the app and website being down. SAS confirmed on May 24, 2023, that they were “experiencing 

technical issues with the website and app” although they did not confirm the reason why.11   

After no ransom was paid, the group continued to target the airline, claiming on May 29, 2023, that 

the airline’s services had been completely shut down for 5 days, while customers continued to 

complain. Anonymous Sudan has raised the ransom from USD 3500 multiple times, with the most 

recent price set at USD 10 million on June 2, 2023.  

  

Anonymous Sudan demands a ransom in exchange for stopping a DDoS attack 

 

  

 
11 Twitter 

https://twitter.com/SAS/status/1661324562208899072?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1661324562208899072%7Ctwgr%5E5174f8b55850717e4d9de26418f310ce9f06619c%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcybernews.com%2Fsecurity%2Fsas-airlines-cyber-attack-pro-russian-anonymous-sudan-again%2F
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Furthermore, in addition to allegedly stealing data from Microsoft, from June 5, 2023, Anonymous 

Sudan claimed to have conducted DDoS attacks against several Microsoft services, including Outlook, 

SharePoint, OneNote, and Microsoft Teams. Microsoft stated that they were aware of issues accessing 

certain services.12 They later confirmed that at the beginning of June, certain services had suffered 

availability issues as a result of a layer 7 DDoS attack, which Microsoft attributed to an actor it tracks 

as Storm-1359.13 Anonymous Sudan demanded a USD 1 million ransom from Microsoft in order to 

stop the attacks.  

 

Anonymous Sudan sets ransom for Microsoft 

 
12 Twitter 
13 Microsoft 

https://twitter.com/MSFT365Status/status/1665734492122742790
https://msrc.microsoft.com/blog/2023/06/microsoft-response-to-layer-7-distributed-denial-of-service-ddos-attacks/
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Arvin Club 

Arvin Club is a hacktivist group that is fighting against the Iranian government who they state are 

“killing my countrymen”.14 The group has conducted DDoS attacks and hacked various Iranian 

organizations including the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance.  

The group maintains a Telegram channel, active since 2019, in which they post cybersecurity news, 

including news of recent breaches and ransomware strains. Links to leaked data and new ransomware 

blogs are commonly shared. In 2021-2022, the group maintained a free data leak site, which it seems 

to have re-established in July 2023. Most of the leaks posted by Arvin Club in the past were not unique 

or believed to have been sourced by them, but rather that Arvin Club was assembling public leaks.  

Arvin Club has created two means of income on their Telegram channel, through the creation of a 

subscription-based channel, as well as by selling advertising spaces on their channel. Previously the 

group had sold data from their attacks, however, they stated in an interview that this is no longer a 

source of income for them.  

Subscription-based Telegram channel 
On April 29, 2023, Arvin Club announced a new private channel where “the latest news, exploits and 

vulnerabilities, as well as the latest links to ransomware and data leakage sites on the dark web” would 

be published. The channel is private and requires a subscription to access (USD 49 for lifetime access). 

Advertising  
Arvin Club allows for third-party advertising of goods and services on the Arvin Club Telegram channel. 

Interested parties are instructed to message the admin in Tox or Jabber for further information. It is 

highly likely that Arvin Club charges a fee for this advertising space. 

 
14 SuspectFile 

https://www.suspectfile.com/the-metamorphosis-of-arvin-club-from-a-ransomware-group-to-a-group-of-activists-against-the-iranian-islamic-regime/
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Selling data  
In an interview published in 2022, Arvin Club stated that they previously sold data from their attacks, 

or bought data and sold it as a middleman.15 However, they noted that they have since stopped all 

these activities.16  

Arvin now seems to be investing a lot more into building its brand within the cybersecurity ecosystem, 

rather than into hacktivist operations. With more than 4 years in action, this group may demonstrate 

a possible avenue for other, younger hacktivists groups. However, pro-Russian groups are yet to 

decide if they should follow this path or stick to their cause — if they are free to decide at all, 

considering their possible affiliation with the Russian government.  

 
15 SuspectFile. 
16 SuspectFile. 

https://www.suspectfile.com/the-metamorphosis-of-arvin-club-from-a-ransomware-group-to-a-group-of-activists-against-the-iranian-islamic-regime/
https://www.suspectfile.com/the-metamorphosis-of-arvin-club-from-a-ransomware-group-to-a-group-of-activists-against-the-iranian-islamic-regime/
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Other groups 

In addition, there are several other hacktivist groups that have used some of the same methods as 

discussed above to earn some money and are worth mentioning.  

Like Anonymous Russia, several pro-Russian groups have developed their own botnet. In addition to 

using these in their own attacks, they sell access to the botnet as well, for example, Passion, MistNet 

and NetSide.  

Passion is a group that emerged in December 2022. It seems that from the beginning of their activities, 

the group used their own botnet to target Ukraine and its allies. Passion has been monetizing their 

operations since they emerged - two days after the channel was created, Passion botnet was offered 

for sale. Access to the botnet can be bought for varying time periods with the most recent prices in 

May 2023 starting at USD 30 per week. The owner of Passion botnet also announced a new botnet on 

March 18, 2023, called “GaechkaStress” which is available for sale for the same price. Passion was also 

observed selling other tools related to managing botnets. Like other groups, Passion has also tried to 

monetize their activities by demanding ransoms from their victims in exchange for stopping a DDoS 

attack. 

As for the selling of data, there have been observations of other groups engaging in similar activities. 

The Islamic Cyber Corps is a hacktivist group acting in defense of Muslims, that has maintained a 

Telegram channel since April 2023. As part of their attacks, the group claims to steal data from 

numerous victims and threatens to sell this data on the dark web. The first instance of this occurred 

on April 17, 2023, and was followed by nine more occasions. KELA has not identified any evidence of 

this data being sold. 

Some of these groups emerged more recently and, unlike some of the groups discussed in previous 

chapters, have looked to monetize their activities from the beginning.  
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Conclusion 

Many active hacktivist groups emerged in the last year and a half.  Donations are a method that a 

number of hacktivist groups have been observed using  to help fund their activities. However, several 

groups have also looked for other means to source income. The success of these new practices is still 

yet to be determined. At least some of their methods do not appear to have been as successful as 

planned, for instance, Killnet’s Infinity forum.  

What this does show, is that these hacktivist groups do not intend to disappear - they are still 

committed to their cause. They are proactively looking for different ways that they can fund 

themselves. Their monetization efforts focus on selling data or demanding ransoms from their 

hacktivist campaigns, or looking for other sources of revenue from their supporters through the 

provision of training courses.  

Although hack-for-hire services could possibly shift these groups away from hacktivism, and increase 

their threat, these services do not appear to be their focus. For instance, Killnet canceled its transition 

into a private military hacking company, and Phoenix, despite appearing to conduct DDoS-for-hire 

attacks, does not actively publicize this on their channel. 

Therefore, the threat these groups pose and their dedication to hacktivism remains: they will continue 

to conduct DDoS attacks against organizations that they perceive have acted against their beliefs. In 

addition, these groups will likely continue to expand the types of attacks they conduct in an attempt 

to monetize their activities, either through the demanding of ransoms in DDoS attacks, or hacking into 

their victims' networks and claiming to have stolen data that they look to monetize (either through a 

ransom payment or through selling this data to interested parties). 

In order to mitigate hacktivist activities, with DDoS staying their primary attack vector, it is 

recommended that organizations:  

 Monitor and filter traffic. Monitor network traffic patterns and establish baselines to quickly 

identify abnormal or suspicious traffic that may indicate a DDoS attack, which can involve 

deploying network monitoring tools and anomaly detection systems. Implement traffic 

filtering mechanisms to block or limit traffic from suspicious sources or with characteristics 

indicative of DDoS attacks.  
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 Monitor the cybercrime ecosystem. Use a threat intelligence monitoring solution to 

continuously monitor for potential threats and take measures to prevent them. Such research 

should involve focused tracking of certain assets and specific threat actors, as well as broader 

monitoring of the latest trends, tools, and attack strategies discussed by cybercriminals.  

 Implement DDoS protection services and test public-facing systems. Consider utilizing 

specialized DDoS protection solutions provided by reputable vendors, which protect public-

facing systems against ongoing attacks, as well as proactively test them. 

 Create a DDoS response plan. Developing a DDoS response plan is essential to effectively 

recognize threats and promptly restore operations after encountering DDoS attacks. This plan 

should include clear roles and responsibilities for the response team. 

 Educate employees on cybersecurity best practices. Organizations should provide employees 

with annual cybersecurity training, including educating them about DDoS attacks, their 

impact, and the importance of reporting any suspicious activities.  

 

Start monitoring the cybercrime underground for threats targeting your 
organization today - try KELA for free! 

https://www.kelacyber.com/platform/investigate/investigate-trial/?utm_source=kela_research&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=hacktivist_financing&utm_content=kela_report
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